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CAPACITY AND PLANT DEVELOPMENT

Due to poor market demand, 2001 was not a year of capacity expansion

or new facilities. This provided an excellent opportunity for our

production management to focus on quality and efficiency

improvement, training of staff and better utilization of the CNC

machines already installed. More production capacity was allocated for

our R&D prototypes and pilot production to expedite the time-to-market

of our new products.

To sustain profitability at a much reduced business volume, many steps

were taken to reduce our fixed and variable costs. Apart from minor

layoffs and self-attrition to reduce headcount and remove marginal

performers, we also introduced pay cuts, froze salary reviews and

slashed overtime payments to trim fixed personnel expenses. In

addition to savings on utilities and supplies due to plant shutdown,

this soft period also helped to use up our employees’ accrued annual

leave. These prudent cost control measures permitted us to sustain our

track record of profitability since inception, i.e. full year operation

starting 1976.

Reflecting the market situation, we trimmed our capital investment in

2001 to HK$153 million, some 20% below our original budget. In line

with current business levels and typical of past years, we have

budgeted HK$150 million for 2002, intended for analytical equipment,

hardware and software to support R&D, logistics and management

information, stamping dies for additional matrix leadframe products,

machines for boosting QFN etched frame production, and to enhance

our production capabilities.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In addition to our technological prowess, ASM’s success is built on our

ability to innovate faster than our competitors and to exceed customer

expectations with our products and services. In this regard, ASM aims

not only to provide customers with world class hardware, but also with

continuous process enhancement, packaging development support,

factory automation solutions and software to help them manage their

valuable assets. To fund these growing activities, it is our policy to

spend 10% of our equipment sales on R&D. In 2001, our gross R&D

expenses amounted to HK$170 million, second highest in our

corporate history, representing 13.7% of our equipment sales.

As in previous years, we have a program to launch many new and

exciting products in 2002. To maintain ASM’s leadership in fine pitch

wire bonders and to offer customers better return on their investment

dollar and factory space, the enhanced version of our Eagle wire bonder

- the Eagle 60 - will be ready by the end of the first quarter. Featuring

15-20% higher productivity to lower customers’ cost of ownership,

easier looping control, off-line programming and portability, this new

model will further challenge our competitors’ market presence.

Additional developments to achieve finer pad pitch bonding and better

output per given floor area are in our roadmap.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED)

During the past three years we have supported the photonics industry

with our laser diode die and wire bonders. Now, as part of our long

term diversification plan to serve the optical communication

component industry, we have decided to broaden our product offerings

with an optical fibre alignment and welding machine capable of sub-

micron accuracy. We will be working closely with some selected

customers and get our prototype machines ready within 2002.

To differentiate ASM as the leader of its industry and to help customers

make the best use of their assets, we have been developing a cluster

controller and IDEALnet software for monitoring ASM or foreign

equipment. With 2D laser marking on the substrates and vision camera

at each processing station, the cluster controller provides error

prevention and traceability for the integrated circuits to be processed.

The equipment management software, IDEALnet, permits the tracking

of equipment performance, gaining remote access to information and

diagnostic, as well as offering a vehicle to improve machine Overall

Equipment Effectiveness (OEE).

We have already successfully developed a bonder to address one

segment of the flip chip market. Now, as the pacesetter in the

microelectronics assembly and packaging equipment industry, we

intend to allocate additional R&D resources to expand our product

range. We will provide a reflow station to be linked to our AD900 flip

chip bonder to satisfy in-line processing requirements.  An optional

larger force bonding head module will address the higher complexity

I/O dies. To cater for different bumping media, we will develop a

machine for making gold stud bumps, and equip our flip chip bonder

with thermocompression and thermosonic chip attach capabilities.

Development efforts will be expanded to adapt transfer moulding and

eliminate the underfill process for some selected applications. Our

packaging development team will work closely with our customers to

explore high performance but cost-effective flip chip packaging.

These and other groundbreaking, innovative development projects

distinguish ASM from our competitors in the market, and safeguard our

future business success.
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FINANCIAL

ASM’s strong financial position is the result of our profitable and cash

generating business performance in past years, as well as our

conservative fiscal policy, prudent investment planning and strict

liquidity control.

In spite of the most severe downturn in the history of semiconductor

and its equipment industries, ASM remained profitable and generated

strong positive cash flow last year. Although HK$459.5 million was paid

as dividend and HK$153 million spent in capital investment during the

twelve-month period, cash on hand at 31 December 2001 was only

slightly reduced to HK$478.5 million (2000: HK$648.8 million). In fact,

the majority of capital investments were funded by the current year

depreciation of HK$151.8 million.

Except for a JPY479 million loan raised in July 2001 to hedge against

our yen-based assets’ exposure to currency fluctuation, with no other

bank borrowing, this resulted in an all bank debt to equity ratio of only

1.6%. With no long-term borrowing, as in the previous year, gearing

ratio is again zero. Net interest income amounts to HK$ 22.1 million for

the year.

Receivables were tightly monitored during 2001, resulting in 65 days

sales outstanding, the same as the previous year. Management has

closely scrutinized all receivable accounts and concluded that bad debt

exposure, if any, is immaterial and well covered by provisions made in

conformity with the Company’s policy. Through better management of

working capital, our current ratio significantly improved to 4.39. Order

backlog exceeded US$20 million as of 31 December 2001.

Having established a solid foundation in the microelectronics market,

the Group intends to further its organic growth strategy in the near

term. With no short term need for major cash outlay and in view of our

strong liquidity and rising equity base, as evidenced by the recent

dividend proposals, we aim to operate the Group with the optimum

shareholder fund and return any excessive cash holdings to our

shareholders. The strong financial position of the Company should

allow ASM to weather the slowdown and emerge as a formidable leader

in our industry.


